Head of Water and Physiology
About us
Having created the world’s first smart water system inspired by the natural water cycle, we are
driven to reinvent the way water is consumed globally. Our solution allows users to create
personalized mineral water at home, giving them control over their drinking water while
minimizing plastic wastage. Our international team consists of members from over fifteen
countries across five continents, combining engineering, business, marketing, and UX expertise.

Our technology
Our process works in two simple steps. First, it purifies water with a proprietary
distillation-based method. After the purification, the water is enhanced through a unique,
patent pending mineralisation process, where purified water flows through a cartridge which
contains several layers of mineral ingredients.
By putting humans first, Mitte aims to change how water is consumed.

The role
We are looking for a leader and experienced manager who will bring the product to the next
level. As the Head of Water and Physiology, your most immediate goal will be to drive
innovation in purification, sanitation and mineralization technology.

Main responsibilities
Lead the water science team as part of our larger technology department. You will work directly
with our CTO.
●
●
●
●
●

Refine existing and define new water mineralization methods, as well as sanitation and
prevention of chemical leaching.
Define methods to verify mitte purification technology against competitive alternatives,
and implement action plans critical for taking the product to market.
Drive cooperation with other internal and external stakeholders, which includes (but not
limited to): business, marketing, innovation, industry experts.
Develop the research program to understand the link between a healthy body and
water.
Establish the Scientific Advisory Board and research partnerships with relevant
institutions.

Requirements
Strong background in chemistry, graduate of water science, mineralogy, medicine,
pharmacology, food science or a related degree.
●
●
●
●

Several years of professional experience in research & development in the food and/or
beverage industry, medicine, pharma, biotech or related fields.
Proven track record leading complex technical projects and teams.
Full English proficiency (speaking, reading & writing).
A strong team player able to work in a dynamic, international environment with different
disciplines (hardware, software, business, marketing, etc).

Pluses
●

German language skills (speaking, reading & writing).

What we offer
●
●
●
●

Flexible hours
28 vacation days
Modern office in central Berlin
Competitive salary

Please send your CV and related documents to H
 R@mitte.co with “Head of Water and
Physiology_LAST NAME” as the subject line.

